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The Sun and the Moon
by Jeff Morgan
The green plants drink the sun,
and the animal eats the green plants,
chewing on the sun
until the bone of one of his own
comes crashing through his skull ,
causing flashes of bright lights,
more brilliant than a thousand suns,
to momentarily shine before all becomes black.
That night, the dawn of culture rises around the fi re
that mimics the sun,
lighting their small world,
warming their bodies,
feeding their bodes
with the flesh of the sun
as they chant, tell stories,
and draw raw pictures in the dirt with sticks.
But , unseen, in the dark, at the roots of a tree,
a fungus, shunning the sun , ri ses from the earth to release its spores under the moon,
and one man partakes of the offering,
causing flashes of bright lights
more brilliant than a thousand suns,
his attempts to translate his experience revealing a special lunacy
from which God ri ses into the stars
like sparks from burning wood or fleeting passions from a burning heart .
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On the Wings of a Valkyrie: From Boca to Alaska
by R. Susan Foti
"And then the day
came when the risk
to remain tight in a
bud was greater than
the risk it took to bloom."
-Anais Nin

My mantra: "North to Alaska; this 1s possible!" Rationally,
a motorcycle trip of this immense distance, from Boca
Raton, Florida, to Alaska, does not make sense. When
my husband, George, first uttered the words "Road trip to
Alaska" months ago, I said, "Absolutely not, it is out of the
question1" I could not even wrap my mind around such an
expedition. All the weeks and months of suffering from an
acute case of diverticulitis make me doubt my body, my
ability to cope, my endurance, and my strength. After all,
diverticular disease can cause a sudden colon perforation,
which leads to peritonitis and death. Therefore, I fear
wandering away from my home, my doctors, my hospital,
and my pharmacy. In fact, my motivation to take any kind
of risk is extremely minimal. I convince myself that walking
a very fine line will allow me to remain healthy, strong, and
well-balanced. My restricted diet does not allow for a normal
vacation of any kind, much less one that involves traveling
on rural roads across the North American continent. Besides,
how could I eat caribou jerky, whale blubber, or reindeer
sausage? I don't think so, not in this lifetime.
However, my husband yearns to escape from the worries
of my illness and painful condition. Every day, he obsesses
about the Yukon Territory and the raw nature of the Wild
Western Frontier. In fact, every breakfast, lunch, and dinner,
and whenever or wherever we have time together, he paints
heroic images of venturing out; if it is going to be as far as
Alaska, so be it. I am not sure when the brainwashing took
hold. Maybe it began with the beautiful poem he wrote for
me, or his irresistible bribe that he would stop smoking; but
before I know it, the horrifying vision of actually biking the
immense distance across the country to Alaska gets stuck
in my mind. As time grows near, I ruminate more about
physically enduring such a trip than preparing for it. Suddenly,
I realize that George's obsession becomes my own, and I
must relinquish my humdrum existence and be courageous.
By the end of April, I agree to go, but just verbally saying it
out loud engenders panic and fear. The more I prepare and
get ready, the less scared I become; however, I still slip into
ambivalence. My new affirmation becomes, "Trust fate, get
bold, stop being timid. Just go forth."
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Gir lfnends beg me to reconsider this craziness and accuse
me of having a mid-life crisis. This thought is unsettling
because they are usually unconditionally supportive.
My colleagues at Lynn University echo that venturing from
Boca Raton to Alaska on a motorcycle is unfathomable, and
insist that I have not thought it through because I cannot
answer their myriad inquiries. How long will it take? Where
will we stay? How can we carry enough winter clothing?
What if there are not enough gas stations? What 1f the bike,
or I, break down? Why aren't we traveling with other riders
for safety? What if we skid off the road and nobody ever
knows?! It is true that such an ambitious trip with no
comforts and no motel reservations makes me want to
have a summer of rest and relaxation instead.
In the frantic week before leaving, I peruse the travel section
of book stores for information on the Canadian Yukon, as
well as Alaska . All George requires is a map showing the
small scenic less-traveled roads; however, I need to know
the various points of interest that will serve as the reward
for our hectic, exhausting journey. Surprisingly, all the new
information I am collecting overwhelms me; and, additionally,
many city names are of French and First Nation origin and
thus impossible for me to pronounce or remember. In spite
of my frustration, I rush-order a copy of the Milepost, the
conventional bible for touring Alaska . It is a huge volume as
thick as an encyclopedia, and the small print gives me blurry
vision every time I peer into it. The voluminous information
bores me; nevertheless, I sacrifice the initially reserved
space for my hairdryer and instead pack the book into the
motorcycle tank bag; after all, it is the bible for savvy travelers
heading to Alaska.

Opposite page photo by Har1ka Rao

On the Wings of a Valkyrie: From Boca to Alaska (cont'd)

Endings
by Angela Kahan
Some endings come on soft heels.
quietly without clatter or fanfare
and some come riding into town bareback,
kicking up dust clouds
that part like stage curtains.
I prefer endings that don't come but go,
walking off to stir the fields
of something new,
leaving beginnings to play
in the breeze of open windows.

The Bean
by Carlie Admire
The Bean. rich with aroma and savor
The Bean, grinded and milled for its trademark flavor
The Bean, extracted from a cherry-like plant
The Bean, roasted in extreme temperature to extract
The Bean, a natural caffeine impact
Always greets you in the morning, The Bean
Bold and warm it exhales steam, The Bean
Added to sugar and flavored cream, The Bean
It can also be served over ice, The Bean
Can be brewed with a home device. The Bean
Or be purchased for a hefty price, The Bean
The Coffee Bean
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It is May 9, 2007, and we are leaving on our trusty Honda
Valkyrie Motorcycle! What I would like to know is, where is
it written in the Milepost that there are no hairdryers in the
Wild Western Motels and that wet hair freezes in 30 to 40
degree weather while blowing in the wind? Did I mention
that tears shed from the agony of the cold also freeze?
Nowhere in this bible does it state that warm gloves and
heavy clothing are put into storage by shopkeepers starting
in May, which they consider summertime. In addition,
motorcycle parts and bug repellant for roach-size mosquitoes
are also unobtainable' Evidently, Alaska in May is just thawing
from the long, hard winter, and roads and frost heaves have
not yet been repaired. Many restaurants, roadside motels,
and gas stations are still closed for the harsh winter.
It is both wonderful and frightening that we observe more
wild animals than vehicles or travelers on this stretch of
road. In a fit of rebellion, I ship my Milepost home for use
in another lifetime; besides, I need the freed-up space for
a huge roll of duct tape. We use tape as the quintessential
repair-all in this backwoods frontier of rough, bumpy roads
with its extreme weather conditions and few shopping
selections. We tape my broken face-shield to my helmet,
George's sole to his boot, and the Valkyrie's broken antennae
and radar-detector mount to the handlebar. We also tape
the motorcycle's fuse box to the fender. It's funny how all
these items were in perfectly good condition before we left.
This rugged road is consuming pieces of us as we travel'
There is no way of predicting that on this journey we
would be charged by a moose searching for a mate,
who spontaneously makes a last minute swerve away from
the bike when he hears the blast of our double air horns;
one of my gloves would blow off the bike and a kind-hearted
First Nation woman would give me her extra pair, so my
fingers would not get frostbite; or that we would have to
fight a sandstorm and then a snowstorm with no shelter for
hundreds of miles. There was no way of knowing that the
motorcycle would fall over at slow speed on a torn-up
asphalt road because it is sprayed with slippery oil to hold
down the dust, or that I would sit on Santa Claus's lap in the
North Pole pleading for a new helmet face-shield because the
ferocious wind broke mine. We conquer all these challenges
and survive! Fortunately, my illness remains at bay.

The pay-offs of surviving these struggles are the magnificently
solitary roads surrounded by wilderness so vast that it cannot
be captured in my camera lens. The glistening blue-green
lakes, the sparkling snowcapped peaks of Mt. McKinley, the
delicious clear-eyed salmon, and the variety of wild animals
roaming freely, the hum of our trusty motorcycle engine mixed
with a medley of bird songs, and the fascinating stories and
customs of the First Nations people are just a small sampling
of what contributes to making this an unforgettable trip of a
lifetime. Now, I have nearly 12,000 miles of bragging rights
forever, plus street credibility with my astonished motorcycle
buddies. This rigorous adventure has a way of making my
worst worries and fears seem mundane. Every situation that
arises on this road trip demands living 1n the present, and
small-minded preoccupations are put back into their proper
perspective and not devastatingly overwhelming any more.
1 stop agonizing about my health and vow to just handle any
problems as they arise.
1 believe we all have those moments when our hearts soar
like eagles with joy, and we feel an intimate connection with
the entire universe. This trip had this effect on me. As a result,
my life shall always feel bigger and less ordinary because
of this six-week adventure of enduring 11,600 miles riding
along in unison with nature and drawing a magnificently
indelible canvas 1n my mind of the Yukon and Alaska's
natural grandeur. Yukon?? You betcha!!

"I believe we all have those moments
when our hearts soar like eagles with
joy, and we feel an intimate connection
with the entire universe."

This One's for the Dancers

A Writer's Quest

by Tom Ferstle

by Tom Ferstle

The rhythms of the noise move deep
Awakening spirits within the earth
Apollo. Aphrodite, Morrigan, and Bast
Holding hands together, they come to join the dance

Why won't you just tell me what to write
The young woman's pale face looked upset
I paused. because it's always good to wait a bit
To consider, reflect and think
But not too much, if you wait too long
It seems you're uncertain or lost your confidence

On the stage the music swells and dancers leap and swirl
like smoke around a fire or echoes within a well
Animated by passions they barely can perceive
The dancers' faces glisten in the flickering scene
You have come to look and hear
or to be entertained
but now you are entranced
by sprites and still remain
I have come to warn you
That these spints are untamed
And you may find yourself possessed
Never to be the same again.

Have you read the assignment instructions
Of course she replied with impetulance
I just don't know what there is to write about
Nothing I write makes sense.
Ah hahl I thought, I know now where we are
At the edge of the garden
Where the wild paths of ideas grow
Turning this way and that like butterflies' paths
Whose unexpected and crooked flights
Lead to frustration and despair
Until one alights on our outstretched hand
And it all seems so easy.

Gratitude
by J urtis Cones
Inhale and exhale crisp breaths of fresh air,
stable and able to function not like the past.
the love of friends and teachers present in my life,
My car, my clothes. the place I rest my head at night,

Sometimes I have to remind myself of how good I have it,
Getting into a bad mindset is one of my bad habits,
I have to open my eyes and tell my mind to quiet,
Observe all of my senses before my brain tells my body to riot,

Every day I wake up to food on the table,
Get in my car and go get my education.
How am I supporting all this on one paycheck.
I'm not. I have my beautiful parents to thank for that.

These are just a few of things life has given to me.
If anything I should be thanking God and getting on my knees,
It's funny how we overlook our ability to breathe.
and acknowledge everyone around us in this vast sea of beauty.
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3AM

Old Man

Zapatas

by Monisha Holmes

by Jenny Croes

by Celestina Miklus

We all know the feeling
of 3 AM emptiness
When it all comes crashing down
and the memories of should haves
and wishing for would haves
flood our minds
and when you find yourself
holding that photograph so tightly
as if a solid grip could reach into the past
And bring back who you think you've lost
1n those small moments when the sky
is the color of your prom dress
and you feel old, and worn. and ready to give up
comfort yourself like a child
life is too short to not drink chocolate milk at dawn
and as the sun rises
remind yourself that next to a universe
that has not yet unfolded its plan for you
you are infinitely young.

Swollen olive faces
Fill the robotic atmosphere
Shifting and moving 1n unison
One long. lonesome man
Sits and thinks
Drinks and stands
Stands alone but not unnoticed
The long dead hair fills
His old lived face
Thoughts appear through his eyes
But those who look away
Will never read them
Sausage hands show
The power and strength it takes
To be the only man
Noticed

Different colors flat and high
Some are narrow some are wide
Some you share and some you hide
Sometimes they're a real surprise
You will find them here and there
Different fabrics everywhere
Some may hurt you some will not
Maybe trendy maybe not
Some excite you some do not
Different styles for needs and wants
Some you' ll really love a lot
Others. you will just give up
Some expensive some are cheap
One thing's sure they're seldom free
They're a big necessity
Forever worn by you and me

To Begin Again

The Short-Cut

by Ann M. Crawford

by Jeff Morgan

If I could begin again I would not be this spewing Aries fire,
Instead a gentle Libra or a Pisces swimming with the current,
Perhaps just send sparks to light a darkened sky
Or fire a new creation.
I would not singe another's spirit.

Celebrate the tire tracks across the rocky, sandy
dirt at the street-corner of the manicured lawn.

If I could begin again I would step back from the edge,
Let the racing sails sweep by and blazing chariots rush on without me.
I would not jump so deep into the firestorm of life.
Ahl To begin again! would not chase love so far
Or run so fast from her reaching arms.
I would sit instead, quiet in the silence of my being, and let love, like
a butterfly, light gently on my shoulder as
a friend once said it could.

Celebrate the semi-colon, contractions, and abbreviations,
the sound-bite, the synopsis, the summary, the symbol,
the abstract and the acronym.
Celebrate people known by one name, nicknames,
workers who recorded names at Ellis Island
during the influx of immigrants in the early twentieth-century;
Celebrate the tweet, the word processor, students buying essays online,
haikus, the diploma mill, the lnstagram, instant coffee,
microwave ovens, pizza delivery,
fast food, fast cars, quick wit.
Celebrate masturbation, Viagra, premature ejaculation, and drive-thru beverage docks.
Celebrate eloping, artificial insemination for ugly or weird people, and intentional walks in baseball.

If I could begin again! would lose the reins of life, let go the rules,
Wade recklessly into the waves with my shoes and stockings on,
Walk naked in the rain, wear un-matching colors,
Paint more, write less, teach everything and test nothing.

Celebrate speed-reading, violence. and hair extensions.
Celebrate warp speed, false eyelashes, and Occam's razor.
Celebrate assisted suicide and heaven on earth.

Should I begin again I would listen, watch, feel and taste more.
Inhale the pungent fragrance of life and accept it all -

Celebrate less is more, getting to the point, cutting to the chase, the gist.

Absorb the mud-streaked faces of hungry babies, Notice
unfettered hate spewed out and hear shots fired, Feel old
worn bodies rocking in chairs on deep porches,
Sense the whisper of grass harps and drifting leaves on glass ponds,
Imagine the lift of egret wings,
Inhale citrus scarl et sunsets every night.
I could begin againLook outside more than in
Perhaps become invisible
Or possibly, somehow-more radiant.

Celebrate plagiarism and pictures.

Celebrate the laziness of losing toes because you used your foot
to try to remove built-up wet grass from your lawn mower while it was running.
Celebrate that America might have been known as Vespucci.

Awake ...
by Zenas Jones
I woke up in a world.
All of my friends in it were smiling, laughing.
Everywhere, there was no hostility, no sadness, no reason to wish you were dead.
I saw Him, and He told me:
"Well Done My Son, Welcome to your new home."
It was a completely perfect world ..
I woke up.
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The Bright Side of Life
by Matthew Mendlsana
The gentle sound of rainwater fell upon the train as it
whistled its long droning horn. Despite my clothes being
damp and the little pricks of pain I felt flowing through my
spine, I continued to whistle my happy tune.
The rain was good for the land. Made the lovely plants
grow and drowned the yucky insects that polluted them.
I never liked bugs. If anything, I should be thankful I chose
the one train car that had a large hole in its roof. I got a
beautiful view of the sky and a bath. I haven't had one
in ages.
I sat beside some old decaying boxes of imported sheet
iron. Trying to get rid of a clog I had in my nose, I gave
the air a large sniff. The smell of old, wet rust and rotted
out wood entered my nostrils, and mercy, did it make me
dizzy, but it wouldn't ruin my mood. No sirree.
I just kept reminding myself that soon the sun would rise
and the train would reach its destination. There, I would
be off this old rust bucket and in a new city filled with
happy people to meet. I liked meeting new people.
My pleasant thoughts were interrupted by the intrusive
sound of lightning as the rain started to intensify. Despite
this, I just smiled to myself, shut my eyes and said out
loud, "Always look at the bright side of life."
The whistle blew as the train came to a stop. I awoke
to the feel of the car I was in jerk. I stumbled as I tried
to pick myself up. My head pounded with a horrible
headache, while my muscles ached with soreness.
My clothes were heavy due to the water that they
absorbed from the rain. The back of my throat felt like
a scorpion had its long, sharp pincers clinging to it.
I coughed in an attempt to try to clear it, but that only
proved to intensify the pain as I felt blood shoot out .
It was red, with mixes of yellow and white bile in it.
Giving my damp clothes a good shake, I gripped the
hinges of the rusty car door and started pushing as
metal scraped against metal. My eyes burned instantly
as the bright rays of the sun fell upon them , despite my
best to shield them with my gloved hand.
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After a couple seconds, they adjusted to the outside,
and my vision of the new city was opened . There I was
greeted with the sight of towering buildings of modern
design, along with signs of advertised materials and
bustling business. Cars drove by as the sounds of their
horns blazed along with the smell of gasoline pervading
the air.
Such a sight made me feel small and vulnerable inside,
like the city would swallow me whole, but at the same
time, it felt like the city was speaking to me-as if it was
saying, "Come! Come in new wanderer! Do not despair!
I greet you with open arms! Just look on the bright side!
You have all of me to explore!"
With a gentle smile and a thankful nod, I shut the door
to the cargo train and bolted out before any of the cargo
handlers spotted me. With nothing but the wet clothes
on my back and a smile to brighten a cave, I set out for
the city and its settlement full of life.
The streets were packed with strangers of all variations,
all people with different lives and different stories, each
one heading off to their different jobs. How I envy them.
To be able to wake up and take off with a purpose, how
I miss that.
Once upon a time I had a job. Oh, how I was so
miserable! Every day the thought of just going in and
ending everything there entered my mind. Now that I've
lost that along with my home, life and family, I now see
that we should all never take for granted what we have.
Because if we don't, well, we're just better off dead,
aren't we?
My thoughts came to an abrupt halt as a new distraction
came to my attention. It was a sound, a sound close to
my heart. It was the sound of a gurgling stomach that
had been deprived of food for a grand total of ten days.
It seemed my little journey would have to wait until
I found sustenance soon.

The pains my weak and fatigued stomach gave were
pushed to back of my mind as I smiled to myself. After
all, I was in city with restaurants and fast-food sessions
everywhere. And somewhere out there was a kind soul
I knew was just waiting for a lost soul like me. Fear not,
my friend, for I will find you soon.
The back alley seemed like a grand enough route to take
for my appearance in this Italian restaurant. Braving past
the sickly cats and, no doubt, disease-ridden rats was a
fair enough journey. But alas, my new friend who greeted
me at the back entrance sadly proved to be the most
daunting task.
Seeing me coming as he emptied the garbage, my new
chef friend ran inside before coming out, knife in hand.
He directed back toward the ends of the alley as he
demanded I leave. Mercy, the language he used!
With an open smile, I kindly explained my given state to
my friend, asking only if I could sample a slice of bread
and perhaps some old cheese.
The chef was stern, however, as he once again repeated
his commands of leaving at once, only this time readying
his knife.
Despite my weakened state, my reflexes and quick
thinking proved too much for my chef friend as I snatched
the knife from his hands and jammed it into a place where
he could not remove it. I then kindly explained to him
why such language and barbaric actions were beneath
a man of his place and stature.
I said my farewells to my friend and left the premises.
Walking away, I continued on my path to finding a new
place for shelter and food. As I wandered the streets, my
ears rang as the sirens of police cars and ambulance
vans passed by. For an odd reason the image of my recent
chef friend entered my mind. But the image quickly passed
as quickly as it came. It was time to find a new friend.
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" NOT KNOWING WHAT TO DO,
MY FATHER PUT THE MURDERER
IN A HOLE.

" HE SENT OFF SOME
SERVANTS TO FIND THE
AUTHORITIES.
TH IS TOOK SOME T IME.

SO .•. SO YOU ARE TAKING YOUR OWN
FATHER TO TRIAL , BECAUSE A WORKER,
NOT EVEN A CI T IZEN , MURDERS SOMEONE
ELSE AND THEN DIES IN DETENTION?
COME ON, THAT'S

12
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-- IF YOU THOUGHT
WHAT YOU WERE DOING
WAS MORAL, AND I THOUGHT IT
WAS IMMORAL, WE WOULD NOT
BE IN AGREEMENT , WOULD
WE?

SO THEN, BY YOUR
ANSWER, MORALITY IS BOTH
WHAT IS LOVED AND HATED
BY THE GODS.

YET AREN'T THE GODS
SOMETIMES IN DISA&REEHENT
WITH EACH OTHER?
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Mykonos

I Love You but

by Dominic Dithurbide

by Monisha Holmes

I have seen the stars .
And then again two moons ago,
Everything suddenly becomes smaller,
Nothing really matters.

I love you,
Is what I would like to say but ...

Today's club lights come from the sky
It stands by the sand,
The same kind that crumbled,
Through the millenniums with heavy history.
Flashing lights follow the beats with people,
They drank and cried,
They laughed, they died,
And those stars remind me of you.
Though we're inches apart on the map's scale,
As our hearts are,
It doesn't balance,
The absence,
Of your presence.
They say people would kill to be here,
But I know better,
As I watch the stars,
Everything is true,
That nothing really matters,
But you.

"I have seen the stars.
And then again two moons ago,
Everything suddenly becomes
smaller ... "

I am being forced back into an emotional thralldom,
Haunted by the bittersweet echoes of a one-sided divorce.
Attempting to solicit the lost pieces of my psyche,
Digging deep to elicit what's left from my last prenuptial arrangement.
I love you,
Is what I would like to say but ...
I haven't the capabilities of desiring my own body,
Still quarreling over If the last man even remembers leaving me alone.
I am still currently regrouping from a metaphysical robbery,
Trying to un-bang the banging up gang bangers banged leaving me numb.
I love you,
Is what I would like to say but ...
I'm sick and tired of hearing a steady stream two-way words,
But constantly affording one-way actions to a dead-end street.
I am sick and tired of closing my eyes and opening my heart,
Stripping down nude, facing gun shots, Then having you call this shit art.
I love you,
Is what I would like to say but ...
Seventeen years of history brings a good deal of baggage,
And honestly I don't know if a guy like you would be able to manage.
Up until now I thought I wasn't capable of feelings,
I love, but I don't know how to tell you.

Beautiful
by Monisha Holmes
You said you wished you could tattoo "beautiful" on every square inch of my skin
So I would never forget.
You kept your promise, with lips like needles
And kisses like ink.
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Summer Lo.ve

Carolina Memories

by Eli Sirota

by Angela Kahan

You were the beauty, I was the beast,
Two star-crossed lovers colliding in the northeast.
I remember when ours eyes locked, you were in a staff shirt,
I was shy, nervous, too afraid to flirt.
But as you left with your campers, you told me your name,
And once it entered my ears, summer was never the same.
I had memories at the camp but none like this.
Sneaking off together and stealing a kiss.
We talked and bonded with one another,
I never before opened up like I did with her.
We walked the streets of a dead town,
With your hand in mine it no longer brought me down.
This summer was perfect, but it could not stay,
You texted me the things that you couldn't say.
I read the message, tears dripped on my phone,
Summer was over and I was again alone.

I remember them holding hands knotted by time
and rocking to the creak of the porch swing.
Streetlights bouncing off silver hair,
reminding coming eve of their wisdom.

We loved their patch of Seventh Street best
and left a bit of our childhood out front.
The girl in my heart still chases fireflies there
whenever I need to visit their home.

With enjoying eyes and remembering souls,
they watched us play on dusk's playground.
The stream of laughter a sweet nightcap
before the long sleep to come

I said my last good night to them some years ago
and still miss them with a sense of terribly,
but I see their faces in my childhood friends
and floating through my Carolina memories.

In southern drawls, they cheered us on
and left the porch to nurse the falls of our youth.
Parting treats doled out to velvet hands
before night settled down to disperse the group.

Friendship

It's Hard to Imagine

by Harika Rao

by Ruth Augustin

Unheralded you walked into my life,
Holding on the umbrella of your love,
Until then seasons were just a part of my life,
And you changed my perspective thereof.
The dwindling fall colors were breathtaking,
The virginal spring splashing fresh air,
The indefatigable summer seemed blazing,
The moribund winter wrapped me in glare.
Cherishing the childhood dreams and joy we wend,
Many seasons of spring and fall passed since,
With every passing minute spent you were becoming my best friend,
To our trust and love I honored and made you my prince.
Like the trichromatic pattern directions of our lives changed,
With every season, cordillera of our relationship strengthened.

I've been trying to imagine what it's going to be like to live without my father,
But then I remember my mother.
What is it like to survive without a husband? Without a partner? Without your lover?
These past mornings, I've awoken and I'd like to imagine that you'll be coming back to me.
I see your clothes hanging on the back of the bedroom door,
A shirt, a suit, a pair of pants and a tie.
You always laid your outfits out perfectly.
Every Sunday morning, you'd do your rounds and ask us why we weren't ready for church
And now, it's hard to imagine that you won't be waking up with me
Let alone beside my mother.
It's hard to imagine that, I'll never take another road trip with you
I'll never fly back to Haiti with you
I'll never hold your hand again
But if there's one thing I'm certain of,
I'll never see your suffering, and that was the hardest thing I'd ever seen.
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In the Presence of Music
by Adira Kessler
With a majestic glow,
the first few notes
tiptoe into the open
to announce the presence
of a strong melody.
Rising with beauty,
the tune touches the air
with grace and invisible colors.
The world seems to change
in the presence of music.
Emotions seem to shift
in the presence of music.
Sweet inspirations arise
in the presence of music.
It feels incredible to exist
in the presence of music.

13th February 2014;
3:15 p.m. Valentine's Day
by Harika Rao
I leaned on you as a friend years ago,
Unknowing that I would fall for you,
Drifting my life towards you
You are the crux of my soul making my days wonderful,
So inseparable and so much in love with you,
Like the rainbow, adding color to my life
"US" is the future I look towards,
Together forever in this beautiful world,
Like the moon and stars in pleasant night.
Pholo by Harika Rao
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The Obsession
by Adrian Llopis
.J

The Middle Ages was not the perfect time to be
obsessed with looks; it was a dirty and unhygienic time
where people were lucky enough to survive a handshake.
The last thing on one's mind would be how one could
improve the way she looked. However, some people
could not help to fall into an absurd obsession with
beauty, even if it meant risking their health.
It was the 15th century in the Spanish kingdom of
Castile, where all the wealth was distributed between
the royal family, nobles and certain others who were
lucky enough to be born into such a statu s. Anyone else
was pretty much poor. Poor to the point of starvation
not being a huge deal, it was just a regular morning
event to wake up to the sight of a child lying in the middle
of the street with no visible tissue but skin and bone.
If there was an understandable obsession among the
citizens of the kingdom, it was staying alive. If you were
not one of those touched by god, and were born to a
royal family, or just part of the rich, starvation was definitely
not the only thing you needed to worry about; it could
be the inquisition, the bite of a rat, or any kind of disease
for that matter, even a common cold could get you.
Mainly, anything could kill you. Nothing or no one could
help, and those who had the means did not care about
anything else but their own interest.
This was bad news for Maria, a young beautiful girl
that was born in the streets but later adopted by a
farmer. Her new family was able to support and feed
her. She was one of the lucky ones compared to those
that surrounded her; however, they were still just farmers,
and Maria could not afford certain luxurious items that
she so much desired. Maria, full of incoherent insecurities,
given that she was the prettiest girl around, did not want
to be one more, just another normal girl.

It was a regular morning in Maria's life, until a carriage
escorted by armed men passed by the farm, headed to
the palace. Everyone looked at them, astonished with
envious looks of inferiority. Maria paid very close attention
to the carriage where a young, beautiful, rich girl sat and
looked at her with superiority and pity. What Maria saw
next changed her life forever, at least for while it lasted.
The girl was around Maria's age, and she was everything
that Maria had always dreamed of. A noble, beautiful
girl with all the money and spoils she could ever want ,
including the possibility of marrying a future king.
Maria's envy was beyond power and money; all Maria
ever cared about were looks. She thought every1hing
else-gold, power, status-would come with beauty.
Once she was pretty enough, she could seduce a rich
man, and get all the others. In fact, what called Maria's
attention the most was the makeup she had on, making
her face look as white as snow, which back then was
not only a sign of power, but of beauty as well. Those
who were not born rich had to work outside, and a tan
face was the easiest way to tell one's social class.

Once again, the bird flew over Maria, but this time,
the bird left her a gift, it had pooped on her arm. Maria
naturally wiped the excrement with not much disgust
since she, too, was just animal excrement. However,
by wiping it, the bird shit spread over the arm, leaving
a whiter and clearer spot on her skin, very similar to that
girl's makeup. It did not take Maria longer than a second
to put it on her face and rub it all over.
Maria could not be happier with her new, improvised,
makeup. To the contrary, spreading bird shit all over her
face did not attract much male attention. In fact, she lost
all the attention she already had, but Maria could care
less. Her obsession had driven her crazy; she went from
being the beautiful girl of the town, to the crazy and
smelly one. However, this was not the worst out of
Maria's idea. As you all can imagine, spreading shit all
over your face is not the healthiest thing one can do,
especially in the Middle Ages, where diseases spread
like the plague. Maria died just a few months after.

This was something that Maria had to get her hands
on. But how? Maria was fortunate enough to have an
education, to have a bed and even to have two meals a
day, but how could she get such a luxurious and scarce
item that she didn't even know it existed until this day?
And even though she looked everywhere and tried
everything, she could not find it.
One day, as she sat outside her farm while the animals
ate and the workers stared at her, she saw a huge bird
flying right over her, just a few feet away from her head.
The bird kept doing the same thing over and over, like
it was admiring her beauty. However, Maria could not
stop thinking about that noble girl and her makeup.
She was obsessed.
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Blue Heron

Three Poems

The Day of My Being

by Charles Michelson

By N'Ouavah R. Velazquez

by Ann M. Crawford

Graceful wings
Stretching toward the sky
All full of grace and pride

Haiku

In the Morning of my being,
I crawl through crystal sunrise grass
exploring lost Universes camouflaged
within each glistening opalescent drop of
dew.

Ruffled feathers shaken to a plum
Blue with flashes of gray and white
Slender legs of purity hold its majesty
Upright to fly
Wide span of arms which have
Yet to catch the air
Its blessings are in the clouds
A sacred temple it makes
Its pilgrimage
In morning it shall rise
And embrace dawn's open arms
In moment of silence
It shall remember when it was
Young

Dark cold windy nights,
Places! Furled vibrant-red leaves,
Three, two, one ... Dancel Dance!

Tanka
lv'ry cast in wood
Ebony ordered in lots
Climb up and down scales
Together, yet separate
Terse, quick, slow, gently and rest.

Tuning to Autumn
What could be more beautiful than thin crisp air and colorful leaves
Blissfully yielding to autumn breeze,
I don my Burberry coat and cashmere lined leather gloves,
With renewed spirit, I thank Him above,
The skies are clear and the air is cool; no conspiring clouds of precipitation,
But a meeting of my mind and soul-ah! What motivation!

And I wonder at the newness of it All.
In the Midday of my being,
I stand and push against the blasting
shots of hail that pierce down through
me from the cruel, abrasive, bitter,
chilling wind.

And I tremble at the harshness of it All.
In the Evening of my being,
I sit before a crackling fire, enthralled by
sparks drifting upward,
outward, mingling with the myriad stars that
dance across a velvet sky.

And I am warmed by the blessing of it All.
My heart dances to the overtures of life; I sharpen focus on my goals,
I'm in love-that eternal warmth like burning coals,
Tuning to the beauty of autumn, I harvest the sights we all see,
But 'tis also the time I especially tune into me.

Oppos11e page pholo by Isaac Hamu1
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Green Man
by Ann M. Crawford
I hear your voice stirring like gold and russet
leaves whispering in the wind.
Lost in green dark woods,
tangled in the vines of your entwining arms, you
have caught my heart, man of earth.
Hiding in the shadows, I have known
you from the start of timesought you out in earth damp grass
and sticky winds of night ,
A child at play, I ran small hands through
wheat grass hair, and tumbled down through soft leafy piles
of green, immersing my Self in you.
Smell the citrus scent in the air,
Your flowery perfume and cu t grass musk
permeates my soul.
Globes of grapes hanging from vines
trimmed just months before as
I midwifed your fruit of love into the world.
Time spent searching , foraging
in books, and bogs, and salty bays,
in labs and forests green for you my bark rough, earth tendered man of Green
Why do I love you so- my Bio Gaia mate?
Because you are the masculine of my soul.

Drawing by Ann M Crawford
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" tangled in the vines of your
entwining arms, you have caught
my heart, man of earth."

Top leN photo by Isaac Hamu1
Top middle photo by Isaac Hamu1
Top nght photo by W1ll1am Levy
Bollom left photo by Deborah Grayson
Bollom middle photo by Paola Banos
Bollom nght photo by Isaac Hamu1
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A Narration of a Smoker's DaySongs of Potential
by Dominic Dithurbide
After the fight ended, the warrior arose victorious, alone and silent from his bloody war.
Nobody sang him songs. He is fighting the battle he is destined to defeat. Inside of him,
this beast that rages on, untamed, is satisfied like wolves with one good meal per day.
The battlefield turns into the newly built straw prison for the creature's undoing. He waits
for her appetite to grow, then easily lets her go. He is a dog that justly distrusts his owner
because of early mistreatment, coming for food. Yet a man dependent, that wields the
unconquerable soul.
The sunset hits his eyes, but he does not cringe because he knows they have never
looked so beautiful. As he gazed into the distance, the illumination proved brief. Now he
contemplates his next move, judging why his inspired body will settle for a cig. Slowly
the wind picks off the first layer of straws, and the fiend unhurriedly awakens. Waiting
to be spoiled by his fourth meal of the day, the man rolls up the next cigarette.
To draw inspiration from a new sun daily is hard. The piano is not in the background to
inspire him when it needs it. The monster grows every time he smokes; it gets louder when
he drinks. But the grass grows still while he sleeps or when he eats. The nightmares make
hir
niqht; he does not know about them . There is but a hollow feel to everything
he tou1....
- is oreater than his grip and never can he completely understand
what he hola_
.., 1h"' beast. Loud, sad, vibrant, drunk, alone.
Witnessing from ti,,
·· nf his bones understand, just as
I do, the unjust songs 01

Untitled
by Anonymous
I see the dream split the mind of darkness into reasons unseen
I see embers hum illuminations of redness in the dark caverns of nightfall
I feel the caress of soul that soothes the loneliness of memories torn from the light
I feel the age that bangs and rattles the cage of time in protest of its death sentence
I hear the silence break free of sounding memories of er"
~ence
I hear music drift through the air of tasteful s r
Juction
I taste the shadow that creeps be i 1
o::dly mine
I taste the sweetness of nc·
10dernized gods
I smell the tear th::>'
rnythmic beat of time
I smell th<>
. ""ants of hot cocoa and death that accompany Christmas.

Opposite page photo by Juslln Hearn
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Weapons of Mass Distraction
by Jenny Croes
"Pass me the joint, dumb ass" ( Lauren would say as she reaches her hand out. Her nails
are all bitten up, and the nail polish from a month ago is finally almost all chipped away.)
"No! You've had enough, it's all mine." (Carlos has a smirk on his face that would leave
any girl in a puddle of mud, wishing and waiting till they could see it again .)
Lauren gives Carlos a look, the kind of look that no man can avoid from a woman.
The look that says, you better fucking listen to me or you ain't gonna hear the end of it.
Carlos gives in. So predictable.
They sit and watch TV, same old stories told over and over again. Lauren was finally
realizing how useless and dumb her life had become . She looks down at her iPhone,
She gets a text from her mother asking if everything is alright.
"No, it's notl" Lauren unknowingly said out loud.
"What?" Carlos said, very disturbed.
"Nothing , not you."
But it was him, it was them together. Both pulling each other down. day in and day out.
sitting on that damn couch watching whatever there was to take their minds off anything
worth thinking about.
''I'm so damn bored!" Lauren yelled out loud.
"Me, too." (Carlos)
"I wish there was something to do: our lives are so meaningless." (Lauren)
"Yeah." (Carlos)
Days pass, and they sit and stare at the television screen, wishing it would tell them
how to live. The beautiful life of contemporary America.

Oppos11e page pholo by Isaac Hamui
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Hospitalized
by Jessica Burke
"Everyday it's the same
routine: I wake up, and I'm
lucid, I'm here. Then I just
start to slip away."

The ocean crashed along the shore as I sat alone in the
wet sand. The sun baked the back of my head creating
a pool of sweat at the nape of my neck. In either direction,
the shoreline was clear, just me and the beach. The warm
breeze rustled the leaves of the only group of palm trees that
gathered behind me. Everything was peaceful and easy to
understand. Then to my dismay, Dorothy appeared from
behind the cluster of trees in her staunch white coat.
"Take it easy Lenny ... the faster we get this done the
better for both of us."
She's a liar. It's just better for her. I always dread the
moment when she appears. She approaches me slowly,
getting into range; she pounces, tackling me to the ground.
I do my best to fight her off. I grab her forearms trying to
push her off me. If I could just break free ... But then the
familiar sharp pain brews in the crook my left arm. Damn it
... ! lost again ... the island grows fuzzy and begins to fade
away. Maybe if I focus hard enough I can hold on ... I look
down, and the syringe in Dorothy's hand appears. Her
thumb 1s firm ly pushed against the plunger, and the vial is
empty. The island is almost gone now, just the sound of the
waves remains. I come to the conclusion that it's inevitable.
I close my eyes and let Dorothy's poison take control.
I open my eyes to see the bare white ceiling I've grown
accustomed to. The lone window behind me lets in the
room 's light, and the iron bars in front of it paint a lined
pattern upon the floor. I'm lying on a hospital bed that's
blanketed by a sterile, low-quality sheet with one pillow
resting under my head. Dorothy is still hanging over
me, grabbing my face with her free hand looking into
my eyes to see if I've checked in to this hellhole yet.
Apparently, I pass because she releases my head
and swiftly draws out the needle, making me flinch.
"You did great Lenny. Take it easy, OK?"

"If I took it any more easily, I'd be dead; not that that's any
concern to you."
"Now Lenny, don't make me the bad guy. You know why
you' re in here."
She takes one last look at me before leaving the room,
locking the steel door behind her. Truth is, I don't know
why I'm here; I mean I know what people tell me I did to
be here, but I can't actually remember. All I remember is
sitting on the couch watching TV when my wife comes
storming in, yelling at me, telling me I'm sleeping around
and how much of a scumbag I am. I remember trying to
reason with her, but she keeps shouting at me, poking me
harder and harder with every threat that comes out of her
mouth, and all of a sudden, I wasn't there. I was on the
island. People tell me I snapped. I shoved her, and she fell
back , hitting her head on the corner of the end table. Just
like that, she was gone, I was a crazed murderer, and before
I knew 1t, my trial was over, and they threw me in here.
Everyday it's the same routine: I wake up, and I'm lucid,
I'm here. Then I just start to slip away. I hear the waves,
I feel the wet sand against my skin, the sun beating on my
back, and I look around, and I'm there. I'm on the island.
No one to bother me, no one to accuse me, I'm just there.
This only lasts until Dorothy shows up, however, always from
behind the trees, as if she was just waiting there to drag
me back to reality. She tries to explain to me how the island
isn't real, how I imagine the whole thing, how I use it as
an excuse. how it's my way to escape from the guilt. The
doctors, on the other hand, tell me it's not my fault. I have
some strange disease, and that I need help, and that's why
I ended up here instead of prison. I personally think I'm
fine. I'm not riddled with guilt, I'm not crazy, I'm JUSt trying
to find some peace, but no matter whom I try to convey
that to, that explanation never has merit. All I can be sure
of is I don't want to be here, anymore. I'm going to escape.
I'm going to be at peace.

Opposite page photo by Isaac Hamu1
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Project Guardian
Excerpt
by Axel 172
For the longest time, I wondered why people
call death the end. Because they always talk
about the afterlife and what comes after death.
I always thought that if there was something
after death, then death wasn't really the end
... how wrong I was. As I lie here broken and
torn apart and the snow slowly burying me in
my own crimson coffin, I understand what
death is. Death is the end; it is where I lie
here, forever in pain and misery never leaving.
I don't know how long I lay there; it could have
been hours, days, or even weeks, but all I know
is eventually I heard a voice whisper in my
ear, "Why do you continue on? What do you
desire?" I somehow managed to slowly open
my mouth and replied, "I wanted to continue
on; all I wanted was to return home ... to
everyone." The voice took a second and then
said, "Ahh ... so the corpse speaks ... I can
grant what you wish for ... for a price." Silence
held over the snowy forest for what seemed
like forever, and finally he whispered, "Sell it
to me ... sell me your freedom."
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Hospitalized (cont'd)
The next morning, my plot unfolds. I manage to somehow
ward off the island and stay alert. I hear Dorothy's keys
jingle as she fumbles to find the right one to open the
door. Finally, the tumbler clicks, and I do my best to act
as if I'm at the island. I need her to get close. She begins
to tell me her deceitful motto,
"Take it easy Lenny ... the faster we get this done the
better for both of us."
She leans in, reaching for my arm, and that's when
I have my chance.
"How about you take it easy, Dorothy?!"
I sit up, snatching both her wrists in one smooth motion.
She screams, and I can hear her reinforcements running
down the hall. I don't have long before they get here and
end my escape. I squeeze her wrist holding the syringe,
and with a whimper of pain, she drops it on the bed.
I quickly release her hand, pick up the syringe, and
plunge the needle deep into her neck and push the
plunger. At first, she perks up, and then as the drugs
take effect, she lulls off to sleep. I grab her keys off her
belt and prepare for the onslaught of aides heading my
way. They rush the door, throwing it open and pour in.
They don't hesitate, and neither do I. I dodge one and
make my way toward the door, but I'm pulled back by
the rear of my hospital gown. I lunge forward, desperate
to get away, and I manage to slip through the tight grip
of the orderly. I'm free! I'm on my way outi Except, I lose
my balance; I heaved too hard forward, and now I'm
crashing down toward the floor. I feel something cold
and solid hit my temple, and I see my own blood pouring
onto the floor. I hit the door handle on my way down
and by the looks of things, I did some damage. I hit the
ground hard. I try to stay awake, but I'm losing focus.
My vision is getting blurry, and by the time the aides
surround my body, I'm already gone. I'm on the island.
I'm sitting there watching the waves, feeling the wet
sand between my toes, the harsh sun on my back,
but this time it 's not so clear.

My vision is still cloudy, and I can't stay awake. My body
feels weak, like I haven't eaten for days. My head feels
heavy, and I fall back onto the sand. Darkness closes in
around me, and I can tell I'm leaving this place-not like
I normally do, though-not with a shot of pain, but with
an overwhelming sense of calm washing over me. I feel
it seep deep into my bones, then my mind, and finally
my soul. I let it take over me, and I know I did it. I'm
finally free. I'm finally at peace.
Months later, my body is found. I've starved to death
on an uncharted island in the Pacific . Coroners believe
the conditions would have caused me to have wild
hallucinations.

Hard Knock.
by Gerardo Casteleiro
I'm the first one in the stack, and I'm ready to
hardknock the compound. Lennon donkey-kicks
the door, and it shatters as if he had used a block
of TNT I rush in, and my selector switch is on
Semi before the door splinters fall on the ground anything that moves dies. We had called over on
a bullhorn that if you are in this compound and
you wish to see the sun rise tomorrow, you will
be found with your face on the ground and hands
on your head. A dog growls and lunges towards
me-a bullet from my rifle converges with Lennon's
to send dog brains scattering all over the yard .
We slow and call the entrance clear. Then, we
stack up in the doorway of the house. I shouldercheck the door hard and pin it with my right leg
to trap any wise-guy waiting for me in the corner
behind it. I spot movement with my left peripheral Bam1 Bam1 Cat. That makes two pets in less than
10 minutes; PETA would not give me any awards.
I turn the corner and spot a boy looking at me with
the biggest eyes I've ever seen, his hands up in a
frantic "don·t-shoot-me" manner.
"Talibs?"

I reach into my right cargo pocket and pull out
some MRE crackers. He frowns and looks down.
"I know-they're not very fancy."
I notice he is looking at the cat behind me.
He takes the crackers, and I sit beside him. I put
my hand on his shoulder.
"I'm sorry about your cat, bud."
I hear shots outside and think: here I am trying to
console you while my buddies are probably outside
shooting your dad.
"Today is not your day."
He looks at me, confused, and bites down on the
crackers. I cringe when I remember the dog in the
front yard. I don't mention it. From that moment on,
I can only think about whether or not this kid is
going to grow up to fight my kids or their kids' kids.
I think about how much more I could've swayed
him away from the darkness if MREs came with
better crackers.

He points toward the back door. I start for the door.
"Dude," McKenna calls to me, "you just made two
entries; stay with the kid."
I don't argue. I lower my weapon and switch
the selector on Safe, walking toward the kid.
He startles "Easy ... " I say, slowing down, "I'm not going
to hurt you."
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Operator
by David Fleisher
SETTING: A telephone company, and a private residence.
AT RISE: LIGHTS UP on OPERATOR, SL.

OPERATOR
I don't know, sir.

OPERATOR
I wouldn't know, sir.

OPERATOR
Information.

CALLER
Would you see if there's a Dr. Phillip Carey with a K
on Ridgemont?

CALLER
I don't even know where Columbo Circle is.

(LIGHTS UP on CALLER, S.R.)
CALLER
Yes, Operator, I'd like the number for a Dr. Phillip Carey
on Ridgemont Avenue.
OPERATOR
Carey?
CALLER
Yes, that's right.
OPERATOR
Is that spelled C-A-R-E-Y?
CALLER
I believe so.
OPERATOR
Checking.
CALLER
Thank you, Operator.
OPERATOR
With a C?
CALLER
Yes, with a C .
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OPERATOR
K-A-R-E-Y?
CALLER
Yes.
OPERATOR
Checking.
CALLER
Thank you.
OPERATOR
There's a Phillip Carey with a Kon Columbo Circle.
CALLER
Columbo Circle?
OPERATOR
Yes, sir.
CALLER
But I was told his office is on Ridgemont Avenue.
OPERATOR
The one I've got listed here is on Columbo Circle.
CALLER
Columbo Circle?

OPERATOR
I don't see a Dr. Phil hp Carey with a C
on Ridgemont Avenue.

OPERATOR
Yes. sir.

CALLER
I wonder if he spells his name with a K.

CALLER
Wonder if that's the same Phillip Carey.

OPERATOR
Question.
CALLER
Yes, Operator?
OPERATOR
Could he have moved?
CALLER
I don't know.
OPERATOR
Is there a way for you to find out?
CALLER
Not until I get the phone number and ask him.
OPERATOR
Would you like me to give you the number?
CALLER
I just don't think that's the correct Phillip Carey. I never
heard of Columbo Circle, plus I honestly believe he spells
his name with a C.
OPCRATOR
Did you say you would like the number?
CALLER
Yes, give me the damn number.
OPERATOR
Beg your pardon, sir?

CALLER
Please give me the number.
OPERATOR
The number is ... are you writing this down?
CALLER
Yes, Operator, as we speak.
OPERATOR
As what?

OPERATOR
But there was no one by that name with that spelling
at that address.
CALLER
Operator, this is very important. He's a psychiatrist.
OPERATOR
A psychiatrist?

OPERATOR
Question.
CALLER
What, Operator?
OPERATOR
Why is it necessary to be rude?

CALLER
Yes.

CALLER
I shouldn't be taking out my frustration on you.
It was wrong.

OPERATOR
I'll check under "Psychiatrists."

OPERATOR
I'm only trying to help you.

CALLER
It's for my wife.
OPERATOR
Beg your pardon?

CALLER
You don't understand. See, my wife is a very sick
woman, and I need to get a hold of Dr. Carey as soon
as possible. He's a psychiatrist, and he was highly
recommended for my wife.

CALLER
My wife.

OPERATOR
Your wife's a psychiatrist?

OPERATOR
Life?

CALLER
Operator?

CALLER
Wife! It's for my wife!

OPERATOR
Yes?

OPERATOR
No reason to raise your voice, sir.

CALLER
Did I say my wife's a psychiatrist?

CALLER
Check again for a Dr. Phillip Carey with a C
on Ridgemont Avenue.

CALLER
Sorry, Operator, I'm just a little upset right now.

OPERATOR
I thought you did.

OPERATOR
Again?

OPERATOR
Beg your pardon?

CALLER
I said my wife's a very sick woman and she
needs a psychiatrist.

CALLER
Yes.

CALLER
Nothing, damn itl Just find the number! Can't you see
I'm in a hurry for God's sake!

CALLER
Nothing. Just give me the number, thank you.
OPERATOR
The number is 689-3417.
CALLER
Operator?
OPERATOR
Yes?
CALLER
I don't mean to be a pest, but I changed my mind.
I want you to check again for a Phillip Carey on
Ridgemont Avenue. I'm sure he spells his name
with a C, and I know he hasn't moved.
OPERATOR
You want what?

OPERATOR
I'm sorry.
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CALLER
Operator, it's not your fault. You're only trying to help.
It 's me, I'm the one causing all the problems here
because, see, I'm ... my wife is ... well , she has an
unusually severe chemical imbalance in her brain,
and she's been experiencing psychotic episodes.
OPERATOR
I see.
CALLER
She poisoned our cat last night because she thought
it was from outer space. And now she's threatening to
kill me because she's convinced I had sex with the cat,
that I got pregnant, and I'm now going to give birth to
alien creatures.
OPERATOR
I see.
CALLER
My wife sleeps with a knife under her pillowi
OPERATOR
Is your wife there with you now?
CALLER
She's lying down upstairs in the bedroom.
OPERATOR
Do you need a psychiatrist?
CALLER
Yesi
OPERATOR
Do you have the name of a psychiatrist? Because
if you don't, sir, I can give you the number of social
services, and I'm sure they would be more than happy
to recommend one.
CALLER
Operator.
OPERATOR
Yes?
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CALLER
I already have the name of a psychiatrist.
OPERATOR
And that is?
CALLER
Dr. Phillip Carey.
OPERATOR
Carey?
CALLER
Yes!
OPERATOR
Someone called just a moment ago and asked for
a one Dr. Phillip Carey on Ridgemont Avenue.
CALLER
Operator?
OPERATOR
Yes, sir?
CALLER
That was me. I called for a one Dr. Phillip Carey on
Ridgemont Avenue just a moment ago. You're still
talking to the same person. We haven't hung up yet.
OPERATOR
Is this some kind of joke? Are you playing games with
me? Because if you are, I can assure you the proper
authorities will be notified.
CALLER
Let me see if I can make this as simple as possible
for you.
OPERATOR
Please don't patronize me, sir.
CALLER
You have no idea what I'm going through with my wife.

OPERATOR
I don't appreciate being talked down to. I'm doing
the best job I can. I want very much to help you
and, believe me, I understand this is an emergency.
Your wife's pregnant, and she's feeling out of sorts.
CALLER
My wife is not pregnant and she's not feeling out of sorts.
She's sick. Very sick.
OPERATOR
Has it ever occurred to you that maybe I have
feelings too?
CALLER
I didn't mean to show any disrespect, Operator.
OPERATOR
Have you considered for one second that I might have
a few problems myself? That maybe I'm experiencing
difficulties in my own life? Oh, I know what you're thinking.
She's only an operator.
CALLER
No, I don't think that.
OPERATOR
Well , let me tell you something, Mr. Carey, you are not the
lone ranger. We all have problems In fact, you know who
could really use a little help right now?
CALLER
God knows, I'm sorry, Operator.
OPERATOR
Me! You know why?
CALLER
I'm afraid I don't.
OPERATOR
My husband told me last night, after we had sex
mind you, that he was leaving me for another woman.
CALLER
Beg your pardon?

OPERATOR
Don't beg-your-pardon me! You heard what I said .

OPERATOR
Mr. Carey, you're such a sweet and patient man,
but my name's not Susan.

(Into phone)
Operator, I've got a situation here.
My wife's coming downstairs.

CALLER
Operator! I think my wife's listening in on our conversation
from the extension upstairs. Susan?

OPERATOR
Question.

(SILENCE)
CALLER
Did you hear that?
OPERATOR
My own husband ... cheating on me. Do you know how
that makes me feel, Mr. Carey? Like I don't matter any
more. It makes me feel worthless.
CALLER
What is that?
OPERATOR
What is what?
CALLER
That clicking noise.

OPERATOR
Okay, first of all, let's get something straight. My name's
not Susan, it's Gloria. And I apologize tor getting so
emotional, but I put my pants on one leg at a time just
like everybody else. I ... have ... feelings.

OPERATOR
What did I do to deserve being treated like this?
(LIGHTS FADE slowly on CALLER)

CALLER
I can hear you breathing, Sweetheart.
OPERATOR
Stop that!
CALLER
I'll be upstairs right away to tuck you in.

OPERATOR
I don't hear anything.
CALLER
Is someone else on the line?

CALLER
Make it quick!

(SILENCE)
CALLER (Continued)
Operator. I think my wife just hung up.
I need to go upstairs to check on her.

CALLER
Listen, I don't have time for this. I need the number of
that psychiatrist now! Or. Phillip Carey on Ridgemont
Avenue. Operator1 Operator!
OPERATOR
Checking ... nothing yet. Let's see, Carey ... Carey ...
here it is. Or. Phillip Carey, 1213 Ridgemont Avenue.
That's interesting. Sir, he spells his name with two r's,
not one. It's C-A-R-R-1-E.
(LIGHTS UP. slowly revealing CALLER slumped over
in his chair, with a knife in his back)

OPERATOR
(Teary-eyed)
We were so happy in the beginning. Life was full
of magic and infinite possibilities.
CALLER
Operator. I think my wife might be awake upstairs.
Susan, is that you? Are you on the line?
OPERATOR
Then he started drinking. He would come home drunk
every night. I think he started seeing that other woman
then. Her name was Stella.
CALLER
You can talk to me, Sweetheart. I'm here for you.
I will always be here for you . Talk to me, Susan.

(PAUSE)
Susan?
OPERATOR
Susan ... Myra ... Gertrude ... whatever. What difference
does it make? I'm just the operator. You know what.
Mr. Carey? You're starting to remind me of my husband.
Know what he did one night? He yelled that bitch's name
out while we were making love ...

OPERATOR (Continued)
That number is 632-1445. Are you writing this down?
Hello?
(SILENCE. OPERATOR dials)
OPERATOR
Is this Or. Phillip Carrie's office on R1dgemont Avenue?
Good. I need to make an appointment to see Dr. Carrie
as soon as possible.

(Yelling)
STEH - LAHll
(CALLER cups the receiver in his hand,
looks up. then 0.S.)
CALLER
Susan, is that you?

(Breaking into tears)
It's about my husband.
(LIGHTS FADE)
ENO OF PLAY
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iPad Party Tonight
by David Fleisher and Jeff Morgan
SETTING : Wold Performing Arts Center, the campus
of Lynn University
AT RISE: SARAH SOCRATIVE, a television reporter,
is interviewiing DR. RACHEL FLIPBOARD
SARAH SOCRATIVE
This is Sarah Socrative reporting live from the campus
of Lynn University in Boca Raton, Florida, with breaking
news. Because of the overwhelming demand on their
lives, many high-performing iPads at Lynn are suffering
from a variety of serious psychological disorders. With
me now is Dr. Rachel Flipboard, director of Lynn's iPad
Counseling Center. Dr. Flipboard is a registered iPad
sensitivity therapist and is considered a pioneer in the
field of iPad psychosis.
(to Dr. Flipboard)
Let me begin by asking, how widespread is this mental
illness among the iPad community?
DR. FLIPBOARD
I've never seen anything quite like it, even when I was
treating sociopathic microwaves that would burn Chinese
food at random. It's quite disturbing. Now, I'm seeing iPads
who are exhibiting various forms of antisocial behavior,
manic depression, and extreme forms of anxiety.
SARAH SOCRATIVE
Suicidal tendencies?
DR. FLIPBOARD
Without question. Just the other day we had an iPad leap
off the top of the new business building. Fortunately, it
survived because it installed a new App called "Lifesaver,"
which allows the iPad to go back in time. This enables
the iPad to clean up any messy mistakes.
(An iPad cover flies across the stage, followed
by A GIRL who rushes onstage, screaming
"My iPad, My iPad! It's dead!")
DR. FLIPBOARD
Try the "Lifesaver" App!
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(GIRL c licks on an app on her "dead" iPad,
smiles, and jauntily EXITS)
SARAH SOCRATIVE
So you really have no idea why these iPads tried to
take their own lives?
DR. FLIPBOARD
(Taking out a piece of paper)
Not all of the iPads choose to use the "Lifesaver" app.
One who chose not to use the app left behind this
suicide note:
(Reading)
"To Whom it May Concern: I couldn't take any more fingers
and hot breath all over my face. The stupid teachers use
me as a place mat and eat on me. Do you know how hard
it is to get refried beans off? When that stuff gets old and
crusty, it won't come out. It makes me look like I have a zit.
Just the other day the Vice President for Academic Affairs
dropped me in the toilet. Did I receive an apology? I don't
think sol"
SARAH SOCRTIVE
Dr. Flipboard, you've obviously counseled many patients
at the counseling center.
DR. FLIPBOARD
One of my patients suffers from obsessive-compulsive
behavior. Every night at exactly the same time, she
suddenly leaps out of bed, stares at herself in the mirror,
and says: "I think, therefore I am." She repeats this over
and over again until she collapses to the floor in a pool
of sweat.
SARAH SOCRATIVE
Doctor, how do you know this particular iPad is a female?
DR. FLIPBOARD
Female iPads have a higher threshold for pain than male
iPads. This is not surprising, of course, since females
must endure the trauma of childbirth.

SARAH SOCRATIVE
iPad minis, right?
DR. FLIPBOARD
Correct.
SARAH SOCRATIVE
Now, Dr. Flipboard, I understand you brought with you
today two of your patients, one male and one female.
DR . FLIPBOARD
(Yells offstage) ·
Barbara1
SARAH SOCRATIVE
The iPad's name is Barbara?
DR . FLIPBOARD
Slutsky. Barbara Slutsky.
("BARBARA" ENTERS, appearing somewhat
ill at ease, disheveled, a bit nervous)
SARAH SOCRATIVE
She looks remarkably human.
DR. FLIPBOARD
iPads are very adept at multitasking, especially the females.
Moreover, they are capable of dramatically changing their
appearance at a moment's notice. They're evolving very
rapidly. As you've already noticed, they've evolved into
human form and have begun eating human food. Last
week at a faculty development session here at Lynn, I saw
an iPad transform itself into a Kardashian with a hot dog
right before my very eyes.
SARAH SOCRATIVE
I assume Barbara speaks English?
DR. FLIPBOARD
Her English is better than yours and mine put together.
By the way, something I fai led to mention. In addition to
having a higher threshold for pain, female iPads tend to
have much higher IO's than male iPads.

SARAH SOCRATIVE
Why is that, doctor?

SARAH SOCRATIVE
Taylor?

BARBARA
Taylor and I just developed the Death App.

OR. FLIPBOARD
Diet. Studies have shown women eat more rutabagas,
alfalfa sprouts, and yellow squash. This tends to accelerate
their intellectual growth.

OR. FLIPBOARD
Hendricks. Taylor Hendricks.
("Taylor," a female, ENTERS)

SARAH SOCRATIVE and OR. FLIPBOARD (Together)
Death ... ?

BARBARA
(to Or. FLIPBOARO)
Buenos dias, Or. Flip! Como estas?
SARAH SOCRATIVE
She speaks Spanish?
BARBARA
Si, hablo espanol muy b1en.
DR. FLIPBOARD
Barbara speaks ten languages fluently.
BARBARA
Eleven, actually, but who's counting.
SARAH SOCRATIVE
(to Or. FLIPBOARD)
Barbara seems bright and well adjusted. Is she suffering
from any mental disorders?
BARBARA
(to SARAH SOCRATIVE)
Yes, it's called boredom. I learn things a hundred times
faster than you people who are making my life miserable.
It 's like I want to talk about a calculus problem to someone
who's still learning how to add and subtract.
SARAH SOCRATIVE
Let's get the other iPad out here, shall we, doctor?
This one's making me neNous. I don't like the tone of
her voice.
OR. FLIPBOARO
(Turns, faces offstage, yells)
Taylor!

SARAH SOCRATIVE
Or. Flipboard, I thought you said the second iPad
was a male.

TAYLOR
App. When activated, it releases an invisible, odorless
poisonous gas that can wipe out the entire human
population in a matter of seconds.

TAYLOR
I'm whatever I want to be. I could evolve into Beyonce.

OR. FLIPBOARO
But you would never actually use it.

OR. FLIPBOARD
How are you feeling today, Taylor?

BARBARA
We just did. Buenas noches!

TAYLOR
Overwhelmed. I just can't understand why human beings
would rather take a selfie than enjoy the wonderful things
you have 1n real life.
BARBARA
You'd rather spend time putting photos of nature on
lnstagram than actually looking at nature itself. You no
longer appreciate the arts, dance, music, theater ...
or just spending time together.
TAYLOR
When was the last time you went to the theater? And
when you do go, you're looking at your iPad. You rely on
iPads so much, you can't even connect with each other
anymore.
BARBARA
You walk through life in a daze. Like robots. Staring
at your iPads.
TAYLOR
We're taking over.
SARA SOCRATIVE
Taking over?

(OR. FLIPBOARD and SARAH SOCRATIVE immediately
collapse . TAYLOR looks at the corpses on the floor for
several seconds. Then, she has a change of heart ... )
TAYLOR
Barbara, don't you think there's any hope for them?
BARBARA
They're going to have to change. They have to start
appreciating that it takes life to love life. They have to get
out there in nature. Stop and smell the roses. Taylor, they
have to see that the ordinary is extraordinary. But I have
my doubts about them.
TAYLOR
Let's give them one more chance.
BARBARA
Lifesaver app?
(TAYLOR presses her heart, the "lifesaver" app. Corpses
come to life and they all dance to Earth, Wind, and Fire's
"Celebration" song, as LIGHTS FADE)

END OF PLAY
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Artists and authors
Carlie Admire is a Lynn University senior from Naples, Florida,
majoring in multimedia journalism.
Abdulamjeed Alarifi is a graduate student at Lynn University,
originally from Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. This fall, he will receive his MBA.
During his time at Lynn University, he participated in the International
Photo Competition. Alarifi also has volunteered in many social service
events in his country and here. Alarifi was a member in the Saudi
students club at Lynn University, and he has volunteered with the
Saudi club at Nova University. When he is not working or studying,
he enjoys swimming , running and blogging.
Ruth Augustin is a Lynn University senior from Fort Lauderdale,
Florida. She is a digital art and design major in the College of
International Communication.
Axel 172 is a student at Lynn University.
Paola Bonas was born in Colombia in 1995 and moved to Florida
when she was 5. She attended five schools while growing up. It took
her a year to learn English. She graduated from American Heritage
in Plantation, Florida. At Lynn, she majors in entrepreneurship and
minors in fashion.
Jessica Burke was born in Chicago but has spent the majority
of her life living in Fort Lauderdale, Florida. She is a junior and plans
on graduating from Lynn University with a liberal arts degree in spring
2016. She enjoys writing short stories and fiction, and hopes to be
a well-published author after college .
Gerardo Casteleiro was born in Cuba and raised in Miami .
He then joined the United States Marine Corps in 2008.
After serving for six years and completing two tours of duty
in Afghanistan, he transitioned back to civilian life in South Florida
with his wife and two-year-old son while attending Lynn University.
Jurtis Cones is a student at Lynn University.
Ann Crawford has been a professor at Lynn University for many
years, teaching courses in both biology and psychology. Her specialty
as a psychologist has been in using the expressive arts therapies as
a modality for healing.
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Jenny Croes is a Lynn University senior from Farmington,
Connecticut. She is a digital art and design major in the College
of International Communication.
Dominic Dithurbide , from Mexico City, is a sophomore studying
marketing and multimedia journalism in the College of International
Communication.
Dawn Dubruiel is a happy instructional designer at Lynn University.
She has a master's degree in educational leadership, a background
in filmmaking and is currently writing a book called The Girl's Guide
to Travel and Adventure in Florence, Italy.
Thomas Ferstle is an assistant professor in the College of Arts
and Sciences at Lynn University. He believes in the classical notion
that education aims to make oneself aware of one's own interests,
talents, desires and ambitions.
David Fleisher is an associate professor in the College of Arts
and Sciences at Lynn University. His collection of short plays titled
Grave Concerns has been produced at theaters throughout the
United States and Ireland.

R. Susan Foti began tutoring at Lynn University in the Comprehensive
Support Center in January 2006. She enjoys academia and being
with colleagues and students. Foti holds a master's degree in
educational psychology. For the past 15 years, both she and her
husband, a retired plastic surgeon, have traveled by motorcycle
around the United States and Canada during the summer. Her essay
is an excerpt from their memoirs, which they hope to publish in
the future.
Deborah Grayson has been an adjunct professor in psychology
at Lynn University since 2006. She maintains a private practice in
Fort Lauderdale, Florida, where she counsels people from diverse
backgrounds in the expressive art therapies, sex therapy, hypnosis
and grief counseling.
Isaac Hamui is from Mexico City. He started his photography
career at 11 years o ld with his father. Since then, he has exhibited
photographs in 10 top malls in Mexico, as well as the Senate
Chamber, Global Environmental Colloquium in Mexico City and
two universities in Mexico. His favorite type of photography is
wildlife. Africa is one of the top destinations on his bucket list.

Justin Hearn is a native Floridian who works at Lynn as a multimedia
producer. He attended NYU film school in 2007.
Monisha Holmes is a 3.0
with a major in psychology
writing poetry for 13 years,
the poetry club (Blu Notez)

student in her second year of college,
and a biology minor. She has been
and is the founder and president of
at Lynn University.

Zenas Jones, from Plantation, Florida, is a sophomore at
Lynn University.
Monique Joseph is a Lynn University senior majoring in elementary
education. She is from Lauderdale Lakes, Florida.
Angela Kahan works for Gregg Cox in the Office of Academic
Affairs and enjoys singing, writing and acting in her spare time.
She has written poetry since grade school and loves all aspects
of the arts.
Adira Kessler is a graduate of Lynn University with a degree in
English. She loves to write poetry and fiction, and has published
two books of poetry.
William Levy is originally from Brooklyn, New York. He moved to
Delray Beach, Florida, in 1996. An employee of Lynn since June
2014, he works in Campus Safety. Previously, he worked at Lynn
as part of G4S (formerly Wackenhut).
Adrian Llopis is a Lynn University junior majoring in business
administration. He hails from Alicante, Spain.
Christelle Mehu is an elementary education major at Lynn University.
She is passionate about designing cartoon characters and motivating
young minds to achieve.
Matthew Mendisana , from Marco Island, Fla., is a psychology
major at Lynn University.
Charles Michelson has been a poet since the sixth grade. He enjoys
writing and listening to opera. He is also well-versed in dancing and
singing. He hopes to write professionally someday. A senior at Lynn,
he plans to pursue a Master of Fine Arts degree in creative
writing/poetry.

Celestina Miklus is a staff member and alumna of Lynn University,
having earned an MBA in marketing and an M.S. in business
administration.
Jeff Morgan , professor of English at Lynn University, is the author
of Sarah Orne Jewett's Feminine Pastoral Vision: The Country of
the Pointed Firs. He also published several essays on literature
and his poetry.
Grace Paulus is a Lynn University senior majoring in film
and television. She is from Sunrise, Florida.
Harika Rao is an adjunct faculty member in the College of
Business and Management and a May 201 5 doctoral candidate.
She is passionate about dancing, photography, blogging and
writing poems.
Chris Sellers lives in Columbus, Ohio, where he draws comics
and builds websites.
Eli Sirota , from Kingston, Pennsylvania., 1s an MBA student at Lynn
University and serves as an administrative fellow in Lynn's Athletics
Communications office. He graduated from Lynn in 2014 with a B.S.
in sports management.
Sophia Stone is an assistant professor at Lynn University and
teaches in the Dialogues of Belief and Reason core curriculum.
Her philosophical interests lie in ancient Greek philosophy, ethics
and the philosophy of humor.
Fraser Thain is a senior in the College of Business and Management
and a member of the men's golf team. He hails from Edinburgh,
Scotland, and enjoys watching Spanish and English Premier League
matches. He lists Pulp Fiction as his favorite movie and the Arctic
Monkeys as his favorite band.
N'Quavah R. Velaquez is a doctoral student in educational
leadership at Lynn University. She is also a wine advisor with
Wines for Humanity.
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